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Abstract

Large area land-cover monitoring scenarios, involving large volumes of data, are becoming more prevalent in remote sensing applications.
Thus, there is a pressing need for increased automation in the change mapping process. The objective of this research is to compare the
performance of three machine learning algorithms (MLAs); two classification tree software routines (S-plus and C4.5) and an artificial neural
network (ARTMAP), in the context of mapping land-cover modifications in northern and southern California study sites between 1990/91 and
1996. Comparisons were based on several criteria: overall accuracy, sensitivity to data set size and variation, and noise. ARTMAP produced the
most accurate maps overall (∼84%), for two study areas — in southern and northern California, and was most resistant to training data
deficiencies. The change map generated using ARTMAP has similar accuracies to a human-interpreted map produced by the U.S. Forest Service
in the southern study area. ARTMAP appears to be robust and accurate for automated, large area change monitoring as it performed equally well
across the diverse study areas with minimal human intervention in the classification process.
© 2007 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

“The Holy Grail of (digital) change detection is still total
automation and high accuracy.” (Loveland et al., 2002, p. 1098).
Over the coming decades, the global effects of land-cover/use
change may be as significant, or more so, than those associated
with potential climate change (IPCC, 2000). In spite of this there
is a lack of comprehensive information on the types and rates of
land-cover/use change, and even less evidence of natural and
anthropogenic causes and consequences of such change (Turner
et al., 1999). As a result, several large area land-cover monitoring
programs have been established over the past five years to
comprehensively address this issue (Wulder et al., 2004).
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Monitoring programs, unlike most research-oriented studies,
employ change mapping methods that require processing and
interpretation of large volumes of in situ, remotely sensed and
ancillary data (Cilhar 2000; Franklin&Wulder, 2002). Very large
data volumes and time-consuming data processing, integration
and interpretation make automated and accurate methods of
change mapping highly desirable (Aspinall, 2002; Dobson &
Bright, 1994; Hansen et al., 2002; Rogan & Chen, 2004).

Complex land change processes are of particular interest to
researchers involved in large area monitoring (Roberts et al.,
2002), where many different types of land-cover changes can
occur and must be characterized (e.g., forest pest infestation,
logging, wildfire, and suburbanization) (Rogan & Miller 2006).
Thus, increased automation can ensure that the classification
process is objective and repeatable in processing large volumes
of data over complex and phenologically diverse landscapes
(DeFries & Chan 2000; Gong & Xu 2003). Consequently,
classification algorithm selection and performance have become
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particularly important, because large area change monitoring
can only realistically be achieved (i.e., low cost and general-
izable results) through techniques that minimize time-consum-
ing human interpretation and maximize automated procedures
for data analysis (Woodcock et al., 2001).

Awide variety of classification algorithms have been used to
map land-cover/use and changes to land-cover/use, from re-
motely sensed data. Unsupervised classification and cluster
labeling is the dominant method for large area land-cover map-
ping and monitoring (see Wulder et al., 2004). Recently,
machine learning algorithms (MLAs) have emerged as more
accurate and efficient alternatives to conventional parametric
algorithms (e.g., maximum likelihood), when faced with large
data volumes and complex measurement spaces (Foody, 1995;
Muchoney & Williamson 2001; Kasischke et al., 2004). The
effectiveness of MLAs has been demonstrated primarily in
single-date land-cover mapping studies (Friedl et al., 1999; Pal
& Mather 2003). However, their effectiveness in change map-
ping has also recently been addressed (Gopal & Woodcock
1996; Liu & Lathrop 2002; Chan & Chan 2002).

The objective of this researchwas to compare the performance
of three MLAs; two classification tree software routines (S-Plus
and C4.5) and an artificial neural network (ARTMAP), in the
context of mapping land-cover modifications in southern and
northern California between 1990/91 and 1996. These algorithms
were specifically chosen because they are increasingly used in
land-covermapping andmonitoring usingmedium-coarse spatial
resolution remotely sensed data (Rogan & Chen 2004), yet have
not been compared with each other in a large area, large data
volume context. This study is based on the US Forest Service and
California Department of Forestry and Fire Protection statewide
land-cover mapping and monitoring program (LCMMP) in
California. LCMMP personnel required an evaluation of
availablemachine learning algorithms to determine the feasibility
of automating their land-cover change detection procedures. The
current LCMMP is based on time-consuming unsupervised
classification and cluster labeling (Levien et al., 1999).

Algorithm comparison followed two steps. Step one assessed
how algorithm performance was affected by modifications in
the model data. Performance was assessed using classification
accuracy measures and the model data set was modified to test
the following: (1) effect of partitioning data sets; (2) effect of
training data set size; and (3) the effect of training data errors
(i.e., noise). Step two compared a map of land-cover change,
generated using the algorithm deemed best overall from step
one, to a map produced by the LCMMP that was created
through unsupervised classification and cluster labeling by
human interpreters. The results of this work are intended to
inform the growing number of resource managers engaged in
other operational land-cover monitoring projects.

2. Background

2.1.Machine learning algorithms in land-cover changemapping

Machine learning refers to induction algorithms that analyze
information, recognize patterns, and improve prediction accu-
racy through automated, repeated learning from training data
(Malerba et al., 2001). There is now a large body of research that
demonstrates the abilities of machine learning techniques, par-
ticularly classification trees and artificial neural networks, to
deal effectively with tasks involving high dimensional data
(Gahegan 2003). The increased interest in MLAs can be attrib-
uted to several factors:

• their non-parametric nature deals well with multi-modal,
noisy and missing data (Hastie et al. 2001), but see Simard
et al. (2000) in the case of classification trees;

• there is a significant reduction in computational demands
when data measurement spaces are large and complex (Foody
2003);

• they readily accommodate both categorical and continuous
ancillary data (Lawrence & Wright 2001);

• users can investigate the relative importance of input vari-
ables in terms of contribution to classification accuracy
(Hansen et al., 1996; Foody & Arora 1997);

• they are flexible and can be adapted to improve performance
for particular problems (Lees & Ritman 1991)

• and multiple subcategories per response variable can be
accommodated (Gopal et al., 1999).

However, while promising, the above assertions have not been
tested robustly in the context of land-cover changemapping. As a
result, MLAs have yet to be fully incorporated in large area
studies of land-cover change monitoring (Rogan &Miller 2006).

2.1.1. Classification trees and neural networks
Classification trees are a type of MLA used to predict

membership of cases of a categorical dependent variable from
their measurements on one or more predictor variables (De'ath
& Fabricius 2000). Classification trees are developed using
different measures that recursively split data sets into increas-
ingly homogeneous subsets representing class membership. All
classification tree approaches employ hierarchical, recursive
partitioning of the data, resulting in decision rules that relate
values or thresholds in the predictor variables with pixel classes
(Friedl & Brodley 1997). An important advantage of classifica-
tion trees is that they are structurally explicit, allowing for clear
interpretation of the links between the dependent variable of
class membership and the independent variables of remote
sensing and/or ancillary data (Lawrence & Wright 2001).

Generally, a neural network learns a pattern by iteratively
considering each training observation and then multiplying the
explanatory variables by a set of weights, applying a set of
transfer functions to their weighted sum, and finally predicting
membership for each desired map class (Franklin et al., 2003).
There are many different types of neural network algorithms
available including multi-layer perceptrons, learning vector
quantization, Hopfield, and Kohonen Self Organizing Maps.
However, a large degree of uncertainty remains as to which
network algorithm works best for a specific application (Borak
& Strahler 1999).

MLA applications and comparisons in change mapping are
relatively uncommon. Past studies range in complexity from
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simple change/no change mapping to complex studies invol-
ving multiple land-cover change classes (Woodcock et al.,
2001). Previous studies in which MLAs were compared with
conventional algorithms reported higher overall map accuracy
results for the MLA (see Dai & Khorram 1999; Olthof et al.,
2004). As no single MLA has been demonstrated to be superior
for all applications (Kohavi et al., 1996), it is useful to compare
a number of algorithms for a specific application (DeFries &
Chan 2000). Further, few studies have compared the perfor-
mance of MLAs in the context of large area, operational land-
cover monitoring.

3. Methods

3.1. Study areas

Two different study areas were used in this research: (1) San
Diego County, southern California (area 10,970 km2) and; (2)
Plumas and Lassen National Forests, northern California (area
21,000 km2) (Fig. 1). These study areas were chosen based on
their contrasting land-cover types and disturbance regimes,
which may influence the robustness of the three different MLAs.
San Diego County is composed of a variety of heterogeneous
land-cover types, including shrub-grassland (60%), conifer and
Fig. 1. Locations of study ar
hardwood forest (12%), agriculture (6%) and urban (18%). The
Plumas/Lassen region is more homogenous and dominated by
upland conifer forest (65%) and shrub-grassland (15%). Both
study areas are subject to land-cover disturbances including
wildfire, forest pest infestation, logging, and urbanization.

3.2. Data

Four Landsat-5 TM images were used to map land-cover
changes in southern California between 1990 and 1996: 8 June
and 24 June 1990 (path 39/row 37), and 8 June and 17 June
1996 (path 40/row 37). Four Landsat-5 TM images were also
used to map land-cover changes in northern California between
1991 and 1996: 26 August and 9 August 1991(path 44/row 32),
and 10 August and 19 August 1996 (path 43/row 33). All
images were registered to the UTMWGS84 projection using an
automated tie-point, feature-matching geometric registration
algorithm contained in the DIME software (Positive Systems,
Inc) to an independent root mean square error of 0.4 pixels. A
nearest neighbor algorithm was used to resample each image to
30-m spatial resolution. All images were normalized for
atmospheric and illumination differences independently and
converted to reflectance values using a dark-object subtraction
technique (Chavez, 1996).
eas in California, USA.



Table 2
Land-cover change classification scheme defined by U.S. Forest Service

Quantitative Land-cover Change Class Descriptive Land-cover Change Class

+/−15% canopy change No change/Phenology-related change
−71 to −100% canopy change Large decrease in forest cover
−41 to −70% canopy change Moderate decrease in forest cover
−16 to 40% canopy change Small decrease in forest cover
Shrub/grass decrease N15% Large decrease in shrub cover
+16 to +40% canopy change Moderate increase in forest cover
+41 to 100% canopy change Large increase in forest cover
Shrub/grass increase N15% Large increase in shrub cover
Change in developed areas Change in developed areas

Table 1
Remote sensing and ancillary data variables used as input to classification (30 m spatial resolution)

Variable Variable name Data range Data units

Spectral
Δ Brightness MKT1 0–255 Rescaled reflectance
Δ Greenness MKT2 0–255 Rescaled reflectance
Δ Wetness MKT3 0–255 Rescaled reflectance
Stable Brightness MKT4 0–255 Rescaled reflectance
Stable Greenness MKT5 0–255 Rescaled reflectance
Stable Wetness MKT6 0–255 Rescaled reflectance
Texture Texture 0–255 Rescaled reflectance

Ancillary Southern California Northern California
Elevation Elevation 0–1991 98–3180 Meters
Slope Slope 0–66 0–75 Degrees
Southwestness Southwestness −1–1 −1–1 cos(aspect-255)
Fire History Fire 0–1 (0=no fire; 1=fire) 0–1 (0=no fire; 1=fire) Binary
Existing Land-cover Land-cover 9 a classes: shrub, hardwood, conifer, mixed,

urban, erbaceous, barren, water, agriculture
9 classes: conifer, shrub, herbaceous, barren,
mixed, hardwood, agriculture, water, urban

Categorical

a Classes listed in order of areal dominance for each study area.
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Several ancillary variables were input to each MLA
classification (Table 1). The Multitemporal Kauth Thomas
(MKT) linear transformation (Collins & Woodcock 1996) was
used to spectrally enhance the atmospherically corrected TM
data prior to MLA classification. Ancillary variables were cho-
sen based on hypothesized relationships between these
variables and land-cover modifications in California forests
and shrublands. Slope was derived from a USGS digital eleva-
tion model (DEM). Southwestness, a measure of deviation from
North, was calculated from an aspect grid using the following
transformation: cos(aspect-255). Fire history and land-cover
data were provided by the US Forest Service Fire Resource and
Assessment Program (http://frap.cdf.ca.gov/). Texture variables
have been used previously for monitoring land-cover change in
forest areas by providing contextual information about the
spatial arrangement of pixels affected by multitemporal change
(Riou & Seyler 1997; Chan et al., 2003). A 5×5 pixel variance
filter was applied to Landsat TM band 4 (i.e., near-infrared) for
each image date to derive a texture measure representing spatial
variance.

3.3. Land-cover change categories and reference data collection

The land-cover change classification scheme used in this
study was developed by the LCMMP for inclusive mapping of a
wide range of land-cover modifications in California forests and
shrublands (Levien et al., 1999). This scheme was defined to be
applicable to a wide magnitude of land-cover changes in terms
of change in percent canopy cover (e.g., discrete intervals of
forest canopy cover, shrub cover, and change in developed
areas) (Table 2). The +/−15% change class was designed to
reduce the confusion between inter-date phenological varia-
bility and discrete land-cover disturbances (Rogan et al., 2003).

Each study area was initially stratified into six categories of
Kauth Thomas brightness, greenness and wetness change
magnitude (i.e., low-medium-high decrease and low-medium-
high increase). The stratified change image was combined with
the land-cover map (see Table 1) and used to prioritize the
location of field data collection and selection of available aerial
photographs. The two-step landscape stratification procedure
ensured sampling of likely areas that changed over time while
making those samples representative of land-cover change/no
change based on land-cover type.

Ground reference land-cover data for 1990/1991 (first time
period) were acquired for both study regions using dot grid
sampling of tree canopy/shrub cover by interpretation of 1:15,
840-scale true-color forest resource photographs. Ground ref-
erence cover proportion data for 1996 (second time period) were
estimated through dot grid sampling of tree canopy/shrub cover
by interpretation of 1:15,840 scale (resolution b1 m) color-
infrared imagery (digital images were captured using a DCS420
Kodak infrared camera), acquired over 400 selected sites in both
regions. Additional data were collected in the field using a
protocol described in detail by Rogan et al. (2003).

The ground reference data sets for both study areas were
randomly divided into 70:30, train:test proportions. This re-
sulted in 560 sites for training and 240 sites for testing in
southern California, and 525 sites for training and 225 sites for
testing in northern California, representing nine change classes.
The number of training sites per class was kept roughly equal
(i.e., approximately 60 training sites and 30 testing sites per

http://frap.cdf.ca.gov/
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class). The same training and test data were used to train and test
different MLAs, respective to the two study areas. Thus, it was
possible to examine both the relative performance of the differ-
ent classifiers and the consistency of these comparisons across
the two study areas.

3.4. Machine learning algorithms

3.4.1. S-Plus classification tree (CT)
The first classification tree routine tested was the one

incorporated in the S-Plus statistical software package (Clark &
Pregibon 1992), one of the most widely used tree algorithms in
classification of land-cover (Hansen et al., 1996, Wessels et al.,
2004), which employs a deviance measure to partition a data
set. The reduction in deviance (e.g., increase in subset
homogeneity using and entropy measure) (D) is calculated as:
D=Ds−Dt−Du, where s represents the parent node, and t and u
are splits from s. When D is maximized, the best split is
identified, and the data are divided at that value. The process is
repeated on the two new nodes of the tree. The deviance for
nodes is calculated from

Di ¼ �2
X

nik logpik ð1Þ
where n is the number of observations in class k in node i and p
is the probability distribution of node i and class k. S-Plus
classification trees were pruned to an optimum size based on
cross-validation using ten independent subsets of the training
data. This resulted in a parsimonious tree model that did not
overfit the training data, thus leading to more generalizable
information (Franklin, 1998). While there is generally not a
single solution to pruning for all applications of classification
trees, and the decision of how much to prune can affect the
results, we did not compare different pruning trials in this work,
as has been suggested by Zambon et al. (2006). We refer to S-
Plus classification tree as CT.
3.4.2. C4.5 classification tree (MLC)
We also tested the C4.5 software package. This algorithm is

witnessing near-operational use by the US Geological Survey
for creation of the National Land-Cover Dataset (Homer et al.,
2004), and global land-cover mapping using data from the
Moderate Resolution Imaging Spectroradiometer (MODIS)
(Friedl et al., 1999). C4.5 uses the ‘information gain ratio’ to
estimate splits at each node of a tree, where the information
gain is a measurement of the reduction in entropy (i.e., loss of
information) in the data produced by a split (Quinlan 1993).
Using this metric, the decision at each node within a tree is made
based on the subset of the data that maximizes the reduction in
entropy of the descendent nodes (DeFries & Chan 2000). The
information gain ratio is defined as

gain ratio Mð Þ ¼ gain Mð Þ = split info Mð Þ ð2Þ

where gain (M) is the information after an attribute M is
chosen as a test for the training samples to divide on, and split
info (M) is the information generated when x training samples
are partitioned into n subsets. For more details on this approach,
see Quinlan (1993) andDeFries and Chan (2000). The trees were
generated in C4.5 using the ‘iterative’ mode, which generates a
series of decision trees based on randomly-selected subsets of
the data (termed the ‘window’). Misclassified objects are added
until the trial decision tree correctly classifies all objects not in
the window or until there is no improvement (Quinlan, 1993).

Another distinguishing feature of C4.5 is the method by
which rule sets are derived. After a tree is generated, pruning is
performed on the splitting rules that define the terminal nodes for
generalizaton, i.e., one or more conditions can be dropped
without changing the subset of observations that fall in the node
(Hastie et al., 2001). This results in a simplified set of non-
hierarchical intuitive classification rules defining each terminal
node (Huang & Jensen 1997). The C4.5 program used in this
research was operable within the ERDAS Imagine image
processing/GIS, in a module called the ‘Machine Learning
Classifier’, (MLC) following the work of Huang and Jensen
(1997). Henceforth in this paper, the C4.5 algorithm will be
referred to as MLC.

3.4.3. ARTMAP
The third machine learning algorithm tested in this study was

the fuzzy ARTMAP neural network algorithm (Carpenter et al.,
1992). ARTMAP has seen increasing use in land-cover
mapping (Carpenter et al., 1999) and change detection
(Abuelgasim et al., 1999), using Landsat data but has not
been tested in a large area change mapping context. Neural
networks utilizing adaptive resonance theory (ART) have been
shown to minimize the three main drawbacks of backpropaga-
tion networks, sensitivity to the choice of initial network pa-
rameters, overfitting, and the need for user intervention during
the training phase (Mannan et al., 1998). In contrast to con-
ventional neural network algorithms (i.e., multi-layer percep-
trons), ART networks utilize match-based learning. This
preserves significant past learning while still allowing new
information to be incorporated in the network structure as it
appears in the data input stream and therefore, less user
interaction is required (Carpenter et al., 1999).

The architecture of fuzzy ARTMAP consists of two fuzzy
ART modules, ARTa and ARTb, connected by an associative
learning network called a ‘map field.’ Each ART module is
composed of two layers of processing elements known as F1
(input signals) and F2 (output categories) that are linked by
weighted connections. The other component of the architecture
is a controller that uses a minimum learning rule to conjointly
minimize predictive error and maximize predictive general-
ization (Carpenter et al., 1997). This enables the system to learn
operationally and determine the number of hidden units
(recognition categories) needed to meet the matching standards.
The learning rate was set at a maximum 1.0 and the vigilance
parameter was 0.98 and required no further user interaction.

3.5. Classification and evaluation

To ensure consistency in algorithm comparison, the same
sets of training and test data were used for CT, MLC, and



Table 3
Change map classification results (mean individual class and overall test
accuracy) for southern California

Category Number Land-cover Change Class CT MLC ARTMAP

1 +/−15% canopy change (no
change)

80.1 83.3 84.0

2 −71 to −100% canopy change 61.7 63.4 67.7
3 −41 to −70% canopy change 56.0 62.5 67.6
4 −16 to 40% canopy change 53.4 55.0 58.9
5 Shrub/grass decreaseN15% 61.4 64.9 71.8
6 +16 to+40% canopy change 68.3 72.1 79.0
7 +41 to 100% canopy change 71.6 75.8 77.7
8 Shrub/grass increaseN15% 75.8 78.5 83.0
9 Change in developed areas 94.1 94.0 97.2

Mean overall accuracy (%) 70.2 75.4 81.6
Mean area-weighted
overall accuracy (%)

76.0 82.3 86.4

Mean kappa 0.69 0.75 0.79
Mean kno 0.67 0.75 0.78
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ARTMAP. The ERDAS Imagine Expert Classifier was used to
produce change maps based on the CT decision rules for both
study areas. MLC and ARTMAP automatically generate maps
from tree and network decision rules. A 3×3 majority filter was
applied to the six change maps to provide larger and more
realistic landscape units from an end-user or management
perspective, rather than isolated pixels that are independent of
their surrounding neighborhood. Overall and per-class accuracy
measures were based on the confusion matrix. The calculations
associated with these measures are described in (Congalton &
Green, 1999). The Kappa coefficient and test Z statistics were
also computed.

3.6. Effect of variations in the training set

In a large area context, change mapping often relies upon
training data that are derived from disparate sources such as
field data and aerial photographs. Thus, an examination of the
impact of training site variation on algorithm performance is
warranted. MLAs and other data-driven algorithms are some-
times sensitive to subtle differences in a training set, which can
result in a very different series of splits and altered tree or
network structure (Hastie et al., 2001). This “instability” in
algorithm performance has been noted by authors in a number
of practical applications (DeFries & Chan 2000; Rogan et al.,
2003; Scull et al., 2005). To test the stability of the three MLAs,
different partitions of train and test data were used. To approx-
imate training sets with minor variability, the entire reference
data set was repeatedly randomly sampled to obtain ten different
sets of training (70%) and test (30%) sites for each study area.
The same train/test sets were applied to each MLA to make the
results comparable.

3.7. Effect of reduction in the training set size

An examination of the impact of training site reduction on
algorithm performance is warranted in light of the logistical
challenges associated with large area change mapping where
training data are often pushed to their operational limit (Rogan
et al., 2003). Training set size can affect model accuracy. Pre-
sumably there is a minimum number of observations necessary
to achieve an acceptable level of model accuracy, as a much
larger number of observations may be expensive to collect and
not improve model accuracy sufficiently. Additionally, the
quality of the data is important — if the observations are not
sufficiently representative, accuracy can decrease. Thus, the
effect of training set size on algorithm performance was exam-
ined using classification accuracy as a metric for comparison.
The training data were randomly divided into subsets for both
study areas by reducing the number of training sites by 25% (45
sites per class) and 50% (30 sites per class), respectively, with
an equal number of sites per land-cover change class.

3.8. Effect of noise in the training set

Training data errors are likely in a large area context given
the disparate sources of information used and the fact that class
labels can become more confused as landscape heterogeneity
increases. Several authors have noted that MLAs are adversely
affected by noise, which can yield very different results when
included in the training phase by causing intra-class variability
in the data (Simard et al., 2000; Miller & Franklin 2002).
Conversely, Brodley and Friedl (1996) found classification trees
to be tolerant of noisy data, and Paola and Schowengerdt (1995)
found neural networks robust to training site heterogeneity.
Therefore, it is instructive to examine the effect of noise in a
change mapping context to provide more information on this
topic, and to examine the level of robustness one may expect
from MLAs.

The effect of mislabeled training samples as a proxy for data
‘noise’ in training accuracy was examined by randomly
mislabeling the training set. We randomly assigned an incorrect
label to each of the nine land-cover change classes for a subset
of sites. This was performed for subsets of 10%, 30%, and 50%
of the total training sites. We did not investigate the effects of
noise in the spectral and ancillary variables that were input to
the MLAs, as performed by DeFries and Chan (2000), because
that study reported that mislabeling in the training data set had a
more pronounced effect on classifier performance than artificial
noise added to the input spectral variables.

3.9. Comparison to LCMMP land-cover change maps

Finally, we compared the results of the “best” machine
learning algorithm, defined as the most stable and accurate
overall, least sensitive to noise, and most robust in the presence
of reduced volumes of training data, to a change map produced
by the LCMMP (southern California 1990–1996) (Levien et al.,
1999). The change mapping approach of the LCMMP is based
on per-scene unsupervised classification of imagery and
ancillary variables (similar to those in Table 1), followed by
time-intensive cluster labeling using aerial photography, fire
perimeters and a limited set of ground reference data (Levien
et al., 1999). The overall accuracy of this map, reduced to the
perimeter of San Diego County, was assessed using the same



Table 4
Change map classification results (mean individual and overall class accuracy)
for northern California

Category number Land-cover change class CT MLC ARTMAP

1 +/−15% canopy change (no
change)

83.0 83.2 85.2

2 −71 to −100% canopy change 67.5 69.3 73.6
3 −41 to −70% canopy change 62.8 65.0 67.2
4 −16 to 40% canopy change 56.1 57.9 62.6
5 Shrub/grass decreaseN15% 66.9 73.5 77.2
6 +16 to +40% canopy change 75.0 78.3 80.4
7 +41 to 100% canopy change 79.5 82.8 84.7
8 Shrub/grass increase N15% 83.3 87.5 89.2
9 Change in developed areas 91.3 92.0 94.3

Mean overall accuracy (%) 74.5 79.9 84.3
Mean area-weighted
overall accuracy (%)

77.7 83.6 88.8

Mean kappa 0.72 0.77 0.83
Mean kno 0.72 0.77 0.81

Fig. 2. Effect of variations in the training and test sites on mean overall accuracy
for (a) southern California and (b) northern California.
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test samples used to compare the three MLAs and was
calculated to be 76% (overall accuracy).

4. Results

4.1. Classification accuracy

4.1.1. Southern California
The accuracy statistics for southern California represent the

overall and mean per-class accuracy of ten independently
sampled train/test data sets (Table 3). Per-class statistics and
overall accuracy statistics represent the mean accuracy from ten
independent trials of map validation for each MLA. The kno
statistic was used here to compensate some of the shortcomings
of the kappa statistic, as kappa is not a chance-corrected mea-
sure of agreement and does not make distinctions among var-
ious types and sources of disagreement (Pontius 2000).

Overall accuracy results were high for change mapping
efforts in shrubland-dominated environments (mean MLA
overall accuracy was 76%). ARTMAP produced the highest
overall accuracy (81.6%), followed by MLC (75.4%) and CT
(70.2%). Overall MLA accuracies were significantly higher
when the area of each land-cover change class weighted the
results, e.g., ARTMAP weighted accuracy was 86.4%. Similar
to the overall accuracy results, kappa accuracies were sig-
nificantly higher for ARTMAP (0.79), compared to MLC (0.75)
and CT (0.69). Examining per-class accuracy, ARTMAP
performed best, followed by MLC and CT. Change in devel-
oped areas (Class 9) was the most accurately represented class
for all three MLAs, followed by class 1 (+/−15% canopy
change, or no change), classes 6–8 (forest and shrub cover
increase), and finally, classes 2–5 (forest and shrub cover
decrease).

4.1.2. Northern California
Overall accuracy results for northern California were higher

than southern California, i.e., northern California mean MLA
overall accuracy was 79.5%, and mean kappa accuracy was
0.77% (Table 4). Similar to southern California results,
ARTMAP produced the highest overall accuracy (84.5%).
The per-class accuracy results followed the same trends as the
southern California data set, with class 9 (change in developed
areas) being the most accurate class for all three MLAs, fol-
lowed by class 1 (+/−15% canopy change), classes 6–8 (forest
and shrub cover increase), and finally, classes 2–5 (forest and
shrub cover decrease). Forest cover change per class accuracies
were approximately 4% higher than results for the southern
California.

4.2. Effect of variations in the training set

The effect of varying train and test data samples for southern
California is shown in Fig. 2(a). Training accuracies were high,
especially for ARTMAP (mean overall accuracy was 92%). CT
produced the lowest mean training accuracies (77%). Training
accuracies showed relatively little variability associated with
different training samples. The greater variation in test accu-
racies (indicated by error bars of one standard deviation) pro-
vides further evidence that trees and neural networks are better
at recognizing previously learned patterns (resubstitution) than
unseen patterns (test data). The ten MLA test trials exhibited a
low degree of variability and results demonstrated a closer
match between train and test accuracy, which is a good indi-
cation of model generality and parsimony. ARTMAP test
accuracies deviated most from training accuracies, indicating a
high degree of overfitting in the training model. Despite this,



Fig. 4. Effect of noise in the training sites on overall test accuracy for southern
California (a), and northern California (b).
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ARTMAP test accuracies were significantly highest overall
(82%), followed by MLC (75%) and CT (70%).

For northern California, both training and test accuracies
were higher than those produced in the southern California data
set. Mean overall training accuracy of MLAs was 89% and
mean test accuracy was 79%. ARTMAP train and test accu-
racies were higher than either MLC or CT (mean training
accuracy was 97% and mean test accuracy was 84%). Further,
all three MLAs were less sensitive to variations in the northern
California data sets than found in the southern California data
sets due to lower landscape heterogeneity (Fig. 2).

4.3. Effect of reduction in the training set size

For all MLAs and both study areas, reducing the number of
training sites produced significantly lower overall map accu-
racies (Fig. 3). A 50% reduction in training set size caused up to
51% reduction in overall accuracy, when compared to the
baseline (i.e., no reduction). When the training set size was
reduced by 25%, accuracy relative to the baseline decreased by
10% (ARTMAP) and 35% (CT). Examining the southern
California data set, a 25% reduction in training sites lowered
overall test accuracy by an average of∼26% for the threeMLAs.
ARTMAP was least sensitive to reduction in training sample
size. Similar results were found for northern California. Notably,
the level of decrease in overall training accuracy was lower than
that found in southern California, i.e., a 25% reduction in sites
reduced overall accuracy by 19% for all three MLAs.

4.4. Effect of noise in the training set

Higher proportions of noise in the training sites significantly
reduced overall accuracy for all MLAs when compared to the
Fig. 3. Effect of reduction in training set size on overall test accuracy for (a)
southern California, and (b) northern California.
baseline (i.e., MLA accuracy on data set with 0% noise) (Fig. 4).
Examining the southern California data, an increase in noise by
as little as 10% decreased map accuracies by 6% (ARTMAP),
7% (CT), and 20% (MLC). 30% noise reduced map accuracy by
as much as 47% (CT). ARTMAP was most resistant to the
presence of noise compared to MLC and CT. However, at 50%
noise, the reduction in map accuracy for all MLAs was large.
The northern California data set was similarly affected by the
presence of noise, i.e., the percentage accuracy reduction ranged
between 7% for ARTMAP and 14% for both CT and MLC at
10% noise.

4.5. Comparison of LCMMPARTMAP land-cover change maps

Given the superior performance of ARTMAP in the algo-
rithm comparisons, the map of land-cover change produced
using ARTMAP was compared to that produced from the
LCMMP (based on multitemporal Landsat-5 TM and ancillary
data, including elevation and slope, using unsupervised classi-
fication) for southern California (1990–1996) (Fig. 5). The
comparison focused on western San Diego County. A compar-
ison of the percentage of total area per land-cover change class
is shown in Fig. 5.

Not surprisingly, no change (+/−15% canopy change) is the
dominant class, i.e., LCMMP area total was 97.2%, and
ARTMAP area total was 96.53%. Class 5 (shrub/grass decrease
N15%) was the largest change class in both maps. However,
ARTMAP reported a higher proportion of change in class 5
(shrub/grass decreaseN15%). An examination of each map
reveals the cause of this difference. For example, several
patches of shrub cover decrease are omitted from the LCMMP
map, i.e., in Palomar Ranger District, and on the outskirts of the
coastal cities in San Diego County. This omission resulted



Fig. 5. Land-cover change maps generated for southern California: (a) LCMMP map, and (b) Fuzzy ARTMAP classification.
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because the footprint of wildfires that occurred in grasslands
disappeared between image acquisition dates (1990–1996)
because of rapid post-fire regrowth by herbaceous vegetation.
ARTMAP was successful in capturing these disturbances by
including ancillary input variables, especially the dominant
land-cover fire perimeter information.

The areal proportions of forest canopy cover changes were
similar between the two maps, with ARTMAP producing higher
proportions for each change category. The area of forest cover
decrease was higher for ARTMAP because it was more
effective than the LCMMP approach in detecting low-levels
of canopy disturbance. Areal proportions for class 9 (change in
developed areas) were marginally higher for the LCMMP map.
The key difference between the two maps pertains to increases
and decreases in shrub cover between 1990 and 1996. Fig. 5b
shows the location of four patches of shrub cover modification.
Patch 1 and 2 are areas of actual shrub cover decrease that were
omitted from the LCMMP map. Patches 3 and 4 are areas of
shrub cover increase that were also omitted from the LCMMP
map.

5. Discussion and conclusions

The purpose of this paper was to compare the performance of
two classification trees and a neural network to map large area
landscape change in California. Incorporating a suite of multi-
temporal Landsat data and environmental variables the three
classifiers performed well in the context of large area change
detection with eight discrete change categories. The results of
this research provide new insights to the performance of MLAs
in the context of mapping land-cover change over large areas.
The accuracy results for both study areas are promising for large
area change detection scenarios; overall kappa accuracies were
0.79 for southern California and 0.84 for northern California.
ARTMAP yielded the most accurate classification results in this
analysis compared to MLC and CT.

One of the biggest differences in the performance of the three
MLAs is likely related to iteration. Both ARTMAP and the
mode in which we used MLC are iterative in their search for
patterns and their subsequent generation of rules, CT is not. This
lack of iteration could be responsible for the inferior per-
formance of CT, especially when training data are reduced or
perturbed. Voting classifiers such as bagging and boosting are
two commonly used methods to achieve higher accuracy with
classification tree algorithms (Chan et al., 2001). However,
voting methods were not applied in this analysis to allow for a
straight comparison of algorithm performance.

When comparing per-class results, class accuracies were
higher for the northern California (forest dominated) than for the
southern California (shrub and urban dominated).While ‘change
in developed areas' (class 9) had high accuracies for both study
areas, vegetation increase and decrease change classes exhibited
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notable differences. Canopy cover and change in conifer-
dominated areas tended to be more reliably mapped due to more
spatially homogeneous canopy closure and a stronger relation-
ship between stand properties and spectral response than in
hardwoods and shrublands. This result is similar to that found in
unitemporal land-cover mapping studies, which have found
conifer-dominated areas to be more accurately mapped than
shrub dominated areas (Franklin et al., 2000).

The effect of training set size on algorithm performance
indicates that large numbers of training and test sites are impor-
tant in change mapping using MLAs. Nonetheless, reasonable
accuracies were achieved at certain levels of data reduction,
implying that the quality, if not the quantity of sample data was
adequate. Results suggest that below a certain size, a data set is
less representative of the conditions it is supposed to represent,
resulting in reduced map accuracy. It might also suggest that the
data sets used here have few redundant observations, or else
reducing the size would have less of an effect. Careful attention
should be paid to training and test set selection in aMLA context.
Variations in training and test site sample size had a significant
effect on the behavior of each MLA. ARTMAP produced more
stable results overall, followed by MLC and CT. As substan-
tiated in unitemporal land-cover mapping studies, the average of
a number of trials should be used to employMLA classifications
in a robust manner (Gahegan 2003). Further, greater error/noise
in training data resulted in dramatically lower map accuracy.
ARTMAP was least affected by noise while CT and MLC were
most affected. ARTMAP has potential for automated large area
monitoring over diverse landscape types. The comparison
between the ARTMAP and LCMMP change maps revealed
that ARTMAP has potential to increase automation in large area
change mapping while achieving reasonable map accuracy.
Future work will examine the influence of input variables on
classification accuracy and extend the methodology developed
here to study regions outside California.

Remote sensing-based mapping and monitoring of large
areas has created new challenges for the remote sensing and
land change science communities. The spatial scale and data
volumes of large area change monitoring dictate the need for
classification algorithms that minimize requirements for human
intervention and promote automated classification. Attempts to
solve these challenges have led researchers away from accepted
and well-understood parametric algorithms, such as maximum
likelihood, to newer non-parametric algorithms that offer in-
creased accuracy and performance over large areas and data
volumes. At the same time, these algorithms are less understood
in the remote sensing context, particularly in land-cover change
mapping. To address this issue, this study provided insights
toward improved understanding of non-parametric algorithms
for large area change mapping and found the ARTMAP neural
network classifier to be most robust and accurate in mapping
land-cover modifications within southern and northern Cali-
fornia study areas. The supervised classification approach
developed in this paper can potentially allow for the rapid re-
mapping of the same study area at a different time period using
(a) high quality ground reference data and (b) a robust clas-
sification algorithm.
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